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About me

CREATIVE PRODUCER
VISUAL DESIGNER
MEDIA ARTIST

I lead creative productions utilising the real-world
metaverse, from spatial installations to mixed
reality and interactive experiences, as well as video
content creation and more traditional productions
for online and print. Working with cross-disciplinary
teams, I help navigate creative challenges and ignite
enthusiasm for possibilities while delivering against
brand and business objectives.

With over 10 years of experience in both large
and small scale productions, I have learned that
successful projects begin with well-structured
communication and planning in order to execute
a larger vision. Focus and clarity are key to
unlocking creativity during the entire production
process. As an artist myself, I understand the
creative journey benefits from this and is more
enjoyable for everyone involved, which ultimately
affects the outcome of the project.
I thrive in projects where my creative mind
meets my organisational talents. I am passionate
about art, design, new technologies and science
(fiction). I love to conceptually, aesthetically and
technically drive a project from start to finish.

Skills
DESIGN TOOLS | EXCELLENT Adobe InDesign, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Figma | GOOD Blender, Substance Painter, Adobe Premiere, Adobe After Effects, Webflow | BASIC
Unity, Cinema4D, Autodesk 3ds Max | PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS | EXCELLENT Microsoft and Google products, Asana, awork, Wrike, Trello, Slack, Miro, GitHub | CODING LANGUAGES |
INTERMEDIATE HTML/CSS | BASICS C# | LANGUAGES | NATIVE German | FLUENT English | BASICS French | EDUCATION | University of the Arts Berlin
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Nike XR Experience

COMMISSIONED BY
Nike / Zalando

PRODUCED BY
kids creative agency

ROLE
Creative Producer

YEAR
2021

BRIEF
What would a future-facing, vibrant, joyful and youthful
online yoga session in a virtual world full of imagination
look like? We developed two XR worlds that explore a
playful, provocative and inclusive approach to sports.

RESPONSIBILITIES
talent scouting, project planning and management,
budgeting, communication between production
partners, presentations for client

Nike XR Experience
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Nike x Zalando Live Yoga Sessions

COMMISSIONED BY
Nike / Zalando

PRODUCED BY
kids creative agency

ROLE
Creative Producer

YEAR
2021

LINK
click here

BRIEF
To reach customers during the pandemic, a live streaming
yoga format was developed. With changing locations,
yogies and DJs the experience was kept varied and exciting.
The sessions were streamed live on Zoom and YouTube.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
live shooting supervision, talent management, project
planning and management, budgeting, coordination
of production partners, location scouting

Big Air with GO: Combining an art installation
with VR at Melt Festival

COMMISSIONED BY
Nike / Zalando

PRODUCED BY
kids creative agency

ROLE
Creative Producer

YEAR
2019

LINK
click here

BRIEF
In just a month, we custom-built a 350m² VR experience
during Melt Festival to open a space of creative discovery
where art, form and function collide. Content from the
festival was used for the social media channels of Zalando.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
project planning and management, production
partner scouting and coordination, budgeting, on-site
construction supervision
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Big Air with GO: Combining an art
installation with VR at Melt Festival
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Go bigger with Nike Air Max 720

COMMISSIONED BY
Nike / Zalando

PRODUCED BY
kids creative agency

ROLE
Creative Producer

YEAR
2019

LINK
click here

BRIEF
Can we reinvent the way sneakers get delivered? We
created a delivery experience that feels personal and
exciting for loyal customers in Zalando’s network. The
whole experience was shared through social media.

RESPONSIBILITIES
project planning and management, production
partner scouting and coordination, budgeting,
presentations for client
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The feeling of air through your screen

COMMISSIONED BY
Nike / Zalando

PRODUCED BY
kids creative agency

ROLE
Creative Producer

YEAR
2019

LINK
click here

BRIEF
The goal was to make customers feel AIR through a digital
customer journey experience. An interactive overlay for
Zalando's website in 5 different languages was developed
and a unique custom sneaker box for 500 special customers.

RESPONSIBILITIES
project planning and management, production
partner scouting and coordination, budgeting,
communication between production partners
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MauAR brings
back the
Berlin Wall

COMMISSIONED BY
Kulturprojekte Berlin

PRODUCED BY
BetaRoom

ROLE
Art Director / 3D Artist

YEAR
2019

LINK
click here

BRIEF
The MauAR app brings the Berlin Wall back on
smartphones as an AR experience in a series of interactive
episodes. I produced the epsiode of the Brandenburg Gate
from conception to realisation.

RESPONSIBILITIES
visual storytelling conception, 3d asset creation and
management, VFX
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Virtual Tour
Research
Pavillon Venice
Biennale

COMMISSIONED BY
Venice Biennale

PRODUCED BY
Mirea c. Saladrigues

ROLE
3D Artist

YEAR
2017

LINK
click here

BRIEF
The project addresses modes of virtualization and
reproduction of gallery settings. It was part of an exhibition
at the Second Research Pavilion in Venice. The virtual tour
was made as a browser-based WebGL application in Unity.

RESPONSIBILITIES
modeling, texturing, lighting, VFX
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COMMISSIONED BY
Rambøll Management

PRODUCED BY
Rambøll Management

ROLE
Visual Designer / Illustrator

YEAR
2016

BRIEF
To illustrate the different wind energy solutions in
Rambøll's portfolio, an isometric mega poster was created.
I used Adobe Illustrator to achieve a clean yet detailed,
playful and technical look.

RESPONSIBILITIES
visual conception and design, illustration
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DsiN IT Security Report

COMMISSIONED BY
BMWi / SAP Germany

PRODUCED BY
DsiN

ROLE
Editorial Designer

YEAR
2018

LINK
click here

BRIEF
The DsiN Praxisreport informs about the digital security
situation of medium-sized businesses in Germany. I was
responsible for the design of the brochure form start to
finish.

RESPONSIBILITIES
layout, type setting, diagram illustration
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Tycho

COMMISSIONED BY
-

PRODUCED BY
Thomas Heidtmann

ROLE
Art Director

YEAR
2016

LINK
click here

BRIEF
Tycho is an interactive artwork of mine that mimics the
shape and behavior of the James Webb Space Telescope.
It combines stellar imagery, pulsing lights, hexagonal
geometries and interacts with its surroundings.

RESPONSIBILITIES
ideation and conception, prototyping, production
management, execution
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Berlin Calling

COMMISSIONED BY
ISEA Hong Kong

PRODUCED BY
Thomas Heidtmann

ROLE
Art Director

YEAR
2016

LINK
click here

BRIEF
As one of my own art projects, this large-scale video on the
façade of the 500-metre-high ICC Tower in Hong Kong has the
Berlin TV tower broadcasting the message “Hi” in Morse code
across the city, creating a visual network of connections.

RESPONSIBILITIES
ideation and conception, prototyping, production
management, execution

Berlin Calling
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